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This series of lithographs developed on my traineeship in Belgrade, Serbia are kind of methaphor of my way to fully abstract painting. Motif is still linked to my fascination 
in icelandic rock, which was the main theme of previous series of paintings Rock from fire. Anyway unlike the previous works, this depiction is more about my knowledge 
and my emotional memory of  the rock and especially more about my inner worlds and inner forming prosesses. Except the rocks were seen in multiple ways in a past 
and also today we look at them as kind of Earth recorders, I see the rocks as a gate to another spheres and dimensions. 

FORMING PROCESSES



Forming processes I–IV
lithography on paper

edition of 5 prints of each
66×50 cm, 2021



In a series of abstract paintings anchored in the aesthetics of processual painting, I return to the memory of the Icelandic rock. I „met“ this rock during my several-week 
journey through the country, and this meeting fundamentally affected my perception of the landscape, rocks and stones. I paint the paintings on the basis of a synthesis 
of personal experience, a metaphorical conception of geological processes and deriving from a digital photographic master. In painting, I use the principle of layering, 
which allows me to achieve greater visual depth and complexity of painted surfaces. At the same time, it is an important reference to the landscape for me, because just 
as the layering of rocks indicates the appearance of the landscape, so the layering of colors affects the final appearance of the painting. I am interested in abstraction by 
its ability to stimulate an imagination that changes the resulting meaning and content in relation to its creator or viewer. Last but not least, I follow the relationship between 
the painter and his image in the sense of building the image as an entity with subjective needs. 

Below is a selection of paintings.

ROCK FROM FIRE



Portrait of rock
oil on canvas

50×35 cm, 2020



Inside II
tempera and oil on canvas

150×200 cm, 2021



Surface depth
tempera and oil on canvas

120×90 cm, 2020



Rock from fire
tempera and oil on canvas

140×110 cm, 2020



Křes
tempera and oil on canvas

40×30 cm, 2021

Origin
tempera and oil on canvas

40×30 cm, 2021



Sudden change
tempera and oil on canvas

140×110 cm, 2020



Inside
tempera and oil on canvas

120×90 cm, 2020



In the summer I went to Iceland for an indefinite period with my backpack. Out of a total of five weeks, I spent about three weeks traveling by hitchhiking, walking in the 
mountains and lava fields, and sleeping under a tent. I decided to express this intense experience of direct contact with the earth and myself in this series.
This work describes the initial 15 km from the first trail that I passed here. This journey shifted my thinking about landscape painting and the approach to my own work, as 
the local landscape itself looks like an image. This led me to wonder how it could be expressed in any other way. So I created a „sampler“ of colors, indicating the charac-
ter of the visited landscape. Each plate has 3 – 6 layers of oil paint on it, thus achieving the necessary shade depth. Mixing individual colors is very important to me and 
the whole process is strongly meditative, just as walking can be.
I made the mixing process present with an audio track that also creates another spatial layer. The sound comes from a recording I made with a piezo microphone directly 
from the spatula I use to mix paint.
Finally I added the brochure to the installation as a key to the whole work.

Oil on 39 wooden planks, 14×11 cm, 2019 – 2020.

OVER HRAFNTINNUSKER





It is significant that water, as the carrier of information about the history of the planet, hides thousands of years of air in its frozen form. The melting, crumbling glacier is a 
symbol of the environmental and ecological crisis that has long been a theme in art. But what interests me is its second aspect, referring to the history and genius loci of 
the place where it is located.

„Fornar verur“ in Icelandic means „ancient creatures“. Icelanders have always believed in the existence of supernatural creatures such as elves, fairies, gnomes, etc. 
Personally, I have to say that I am not surprised, due to the character of the local landscape. The main theme of the series is the air bubbles inside the glacier and their 
aesthetics. Their morphology seems to directly reflect the existence of the aforementioned entities, or the world, the parallel dimension from which they come. If we allow 
ourselves to ride the waves of imagination, we can imagine that the iceberg itself is this parallel world. By breaking away it is uncovered, and the souls of the creatures 
there are released with a gentle crack from the icy grip and disappear into the atmosphere. When we think about the context, we can also read this „story“ as an illustrati-
on of a contemporary, long-standing problem, which is the loss of history and intimacy of places through globalisation. 

Digital photography, 2019

FORNAR VERUR









Artist book POHLED (VIEW) is a poetic journey into the world of structures that surround us and shape our surroundings. Although it is primarily about forms of ice 
crystallization, I think about more general questions about how the world works. The book outlines and represents my way of thinking, which greatly influences my work.
The book was published in 50 copies in the year 2019.

POHLED







Pohled (View)
analog photography, pigment print, photo paper

173×105,5 cm, 2019



In the sky, I am generally interested in factors such as color, stratification, structure, play of light and shadow, uniqueness and transience. By taking pictures in the sky, 
I pick out the details and capture a unique moment. Their further processing allows me to relive the excitement of themselves and their portrayal. That is also opportu-
nity to explore the motif again and again and discover other details and moments contained in it. Last but not least, this method allows me to convey the experience to 
the viewer and thus remind him of the importance of nature, the present moment or neglected moments, or purely beauty.

SKIES



Nejtmavší místo na jasné obloze
(The darkest point at bright sky)

oil on canvas
80×80 cm, 2018

Nejtmavší bouřkové mračno
(The darkest storm cloud)

oil on canvas
80×80 cm, 2018



Cucky (Shreds)
dry pastel on paper

143,5×108,5 cm, 2018



Červánek (Dawn)
dry pastel on paper

143,5×112,5 cm, 2019



A selection of works created during the internship at the Academy of Fine Arts in Krakow.

POLAND



Straky (Magpies)
lithography on paper

edition of 8 prints
43×28,5 cm, 2018



My Poland
lithography on paper

a series of six differently colored prints
70×50 cm, 2018



analog photography
2018



Struktury, Tatry, Malopolsko
(Structures, Tatra Mountains, Lesser Poland)

plein air sketchbooks
graphite, watercolor, charcoal

2018



Gold has always been a symbol of wealth, for me it has become a symbol of the value of detail.

Au



Au 
artist book

gold, foil, paper, canvas
2018





Hrouda 1 (Lump 1)
oil on canvas

50×35 cm, 2018



Hrouda 2 (Lump 2)
oil on canvas

98×60 cm, 2018



Hrouda 3 (Lump 3)
oil on canvas

105×100 cm, 2018



In this cycle I drew on my interest in mineralogy. My goal was to make small objects (quartz crystals) captivate by their real size or small details - that‘s why I used a 1: 1 
scale.
I used the technique, which was used to document minerals before the onset of lithography and photography.

SiO2



SiO2 V
watercolor and white on paper

A3, 2017



SiO2 I-X - details



The topic in the Black Series cycle is the theme of graffiti through the depiction of used spray caps, which become dirty and clogged during usage. At the moment when 
they have fulfilled their function and losing meaning to most of people, they start to fascinate me with their visuals. At the same time, my way of working is fundamentally 
influenced by my life approach and fascination in details and my landscape approach to painting, which is more or less present and readable. 
The principle of magnifica-tion allowed me to delve more into the individual layers, colors and plans, and at the same time I point out the meaning and importance of these 
details for the functioning of the whole. These small worlds are completing the environment in which we live, that we perceive in our scale. 
In addition to interweaving and color compositions, I was intrigued by structures that arise naturally on caps, but which are influenced by physical laws. Contact with the 
real structure is essential for me as a landscape painter, so I adapt the form of painting to it.

A pair of Gray monochromes originated as a tribute to a particular shade of gray that I used for the background of the Black Series images. The original color is acrylic 
and so is one of the paintings painted in acrylic. The other is then painted with oil in an effort to achieve the same shade, which, given the nature of the two different kinds 
of paint require mixing much more colors than just white and black. At the same time, there is a contrast of gloss and matt, nature and synthetics, and thus another dimen-
sion.

BLACK SERIES



Šedý monochrom
(Gray monochrome)

acrylic on canvas
190×120 cm, 2018



Šedý monochrom
(Gray monochrome)

oil on canvas
     190×120 cm, 2018



No. 01
oil and acrylic on canvas

125×125 cm, 2016



Instalation of painting No. 01 with an object



No. 01
serigraphy on paper

A3, 2016



No. 03
serigraphy on paper

B2, 2017



No. 02
oil and acrylic on canvas

200×200 cm, 2017



No. 04
oil and acrylic on canvas

200×200 cm, 2017



No. 05
oil and acrylic on canvas

200×200 cm, 2018
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